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1. Introduction 
In this paper, we are interested in the extremal properties+ompleteness and maxi- 
mality, of variable-length codes. We consider the following problem: given a property 
b, find a procedure, if it exists, which embeds any code with property 9 into a max- 
imal code still satisfying this property. We have in mind an effective procedure, that 
is, an embedding algorithm requiring a finite number of execution steps. 
In known embeddings, the effectiveness is achieved inside the family of rational 
codes. Moreover, when working with rational codes, the maximality of codes is equiv- 
alent to the completeness of codes. The latter property is of combinatorial nature, hence 
of easier use. 
The problem mentioned above is positively solved for several properties .P: rational 
codes [lo], rational prefix codes (folklore), rational codes with bounded deciphering 
delay [2,6], rational biprefix codes [17,23]. 
It should be noted that the embedding procedure could fail to exist. It is the case of 
the family of finite codes. For instance, the little code {a’, 6, ba,a*b} is not included 
in any finite maximal code [15, 191. One difficult problem of the theory of codes is 
whether the inclusion of a finite code into a maximal one is decidable. This problem 
is strongly related to the well-known Schiitzenberger conjectures - the commutative 
equivalence conjecture and the factorization conjecture [5]. 
In this paper, we give an algorithm for embedding any rational code with bounded 
synchronization delay into a rational maximal code again with bounded synchronization 
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delay. Two notions of synchronization delay are considered, depending on whether the 
delay is counted with word units or letter units. 
Codes having a bounded synchronization delay belong to the family of circular 
codes, i.e., codes leading to a unique deciphering of the coded messages written on a 
circle [13] or of biinfinite coded messages [9], Such codes have beautiful mathematical 
properties [3, 14,20-221, as well as interesting practical applications [ 1,4, 111. 
This paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we recall the notions of 
code, maximal code, complete code, and we state the embedding problem. In Section 
3, we introduce codes with bounded synchronization delay, their relation with circular 
codes and strongly synchronizing automata. We end this section with the statement of 
our results followed by several comments. Section 4 is devoted to the proofs. 
2. Completion of Codes 
For the notions given in this section and the next one, we refer to [5] or [4]. 
We consider a finite alphabet A and the free monoid A* of wora’s formed with the 
letters of A. We denote by 1 the empty word and by At the set A* - 1. 
A non empty subset X of A+ is a code if for any XI,. . .,x,, ~1,. . . ym c X, 
x1 * * -x, = yl”‘ym 3 n = m, xi = yi Vi. 
It is equivalent to say that a coded message x1 . - - xn can be deciphered without ambi- 
guity into the code-words xl,. . . ,x,. 
Another definition of code uses the notion of stable monoid. A submonoid M of A* 
is stable if and only if (see Fig. 1) 
u,wu,uw,uEM * WEM. 
Proposition 2.1. A submonoid M of A* is stable if and only if its base (M - 1) - 
(M - 1 )2 is a code. 
A code X &A+ is maximal if no code Y GA+ exists which strictly contains X. It 
is easy to prove that each code is included in a maximal one, using Zorn lemma, but 
the proof gives no effective construction of the maximal code. 
One interesting problem in the theory of codes is the embedding (if it exists) of a 
code into a maximal one, with the properties of the given code kept. 
Problem 2.2. Let 9’ be a property. Find an eflective procedure, ifit exists, which em- 
beds any code X with property 9’ into a maximal code Y having the same property 9. 
Fig. I. Stability. 
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In all known embeddings, a mndamental result is always used, stating the equivalence 
(under a natural hypothesis) between the algebraic property of maximality and the 
combinatorial property of completeness. We recall that a code X C_ A+ is complete if 
and only if 
‘dw E A*, A”wA* nx* # 0. 
Theorem 2.3. Let X CA+ be a rational or thin code. Then X is maximal if and only 
ifX is complete. 
As usual, a rational code is a code recognizable by a finite automaton. A code 
X 2 A+ is thin if there exists w E A* which is factor of no word of X. Rational codes 
are particular thin codes. 
Problem 2.2 has been positively solved for particular properties 9 such that rational 
(resp. thin) codes [lo], rational (resp. thin) prefix codes (folklore), rational bifix codes 
[17,23], rational (resp. thin) codes with bounded deciphering delay [2,6], rational 
(resp. thin) circular codes [3,8]. The case of finite codes is particular: there exist finite 
codes included in no finite maximal code [12, 191. One of the main open problems in 
the theory of codes is whether the inclusion of a finite code into a finite maximal code 
is decidable. 
3. Synchronization delay 
3.1. Two notions of delay 
A code X C: Al has a bounded synchronization delay if there exists CT 2 0 such that 
(see Fig. 2) 
uxyo E x* with x, y E X” =+ ux,yvEX*. (3.1) 
The smallest integer cr satisfying (3.1) is called the synchronization delay of the code X. 
Example 3.1. The code X = a*b has synchronization delay 1, since the letter b only 
occurs at the end of the code-words. On the opposite, the code X = ab*c U b has no 
bounded synchronization delay, because b 2a is factor of the word ab2”c of X, for any 0. 
Complete codes with bounded synchronization delay have a nice combinatorial char- 
acterization. 
Fig. 2. Synchronization delay 0. 
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Fig. 3. Synchronization delay CT when counting with letters. 
Proposition 3.2. Let X &A+ be a code. Then X is a complete code with a synchro- 
nization delay less than or equal to a if and only if 
PA* n A*.P LX*. (3.2) 
Proof. Suppose that X is a code satisfying (3.2). Let uxyv E X* such that x, y E X”. 
By hypothesis xux and yvy belong to X*. Define u’ = x, w’ = u.x and v’ = yvy. Since 
the monoid X* is stable and u’, w’v’, u’w’, v’ E X*, we get ux E X’. In the same way, 
yv E X’. It follows that X has a synchronization delay less than or equal to a. Finally, 
X is complete since X”wX” nX* # 0 for any w E A*. 
Assume now that X is a complete code with a synchronization delay less than or 
equal to a. Let w = yv = ux such that x, y E X u. As X is complete, the word xwy is 
factor of some word of X*, say u’xwyv’. By two applications of the synchronization 
delay, we have wyv’ E X* and then w E X*. Hence (3.2) holds. 0 
In view of Theorem 2.3, the next proposition shows that any code with bounded 
synchronization delay is complete if and only if it is maximal. 
Proposition 3.3. Any code with bounded synchronization delay is thin. 
Proof. If a is the synchronization delay of the code X CA+, then A*X2gA* fl X = 8 
showing that X is thin. 0 
There is another approach to define the concept of bounded synchronization delay 
for codes. Instead of counting with words as done in definition (3.1), one can count 
with letters in the following way. 
We first introduce some notations. We denote by P(X*) the set of the prefixes of 
the words of X’, and by P&Y*) the set P(X*)flA”. For suffixes we use the notations 
S(X*) and S&Y*). 
A code X CA+ has a bounded letter-synchronization delay if there exists a 3 0 such 
that (see Fig. 3) 
uxyv E X* with x E S,(X*),y E P&C*) * UX,YV E X*. (3.3) 
The smallest integer a satisfying (3.3) is called the letter-synchronization delay of the 
code X. 
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For finite codes, it is not difficult to see that both synchronization delays (on words 
or on letters) are bounded simultaneously. This is no longer true for infinite codes. 
Example 3.4. Let A = {a, b,c} and X C: At be equal to a*b U ca*ba*b. The code X 
has a synchronization delay 2 if counting with words, but no bounded synchronization 
delay if counting with letters. 
Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 have the following counterpart for the letter-synchronization 
delay. 
Proposition 3.5. Let X 2 A+ be a code. Then X is a complete code with a letter-syn- 
chronization delay less than or equal to o if and only if 
P,(X*)A* nA*S,(X*)cX*. (3.4) 
Proof. The proof is similar to the one given for Proposition 3.2. The first part is even 
simpler because ux,yv E P,(X*)A* n A*S,(X*). 0 
Proposition 3.6. Any code with bounded letter-synchronization delay is thin. 
Proof. A code X CA+ with letter-synchronization delay cr is thin because no word of 
S,(X*)P,(X*) is factor of a word of X. q 
Remark 3.7. Any code X CA+ with synchronization delay 0 (on words or on letters) 
is necessarily included in the alphabet A. From now on, we suppose that cs 2 1 in a 
way to discard such trivial codes. 
3.2. Circular codes 
The family of codes with bounded synchronization delay or bounded letter-synchro- 
nization delay is included in the one of circular codes. We recall that a code is circular 
if 
ux2”‘x,,v= y1...y,, x1 =vu =+ n = m, u = 1, x, = yj Vi. 
Roughly speaking, a code is circular if any coded message is uniquely deciphered 
when written on a circle. 
In the case of finite codes, the three concepts of circular code, code with bounded 
synchronization delay, code with bounded letter-synchronization delay coincide. More- 
over, such code properties are equivalent to 
X* =PU(UA*nA*V-A*WA*) 
with P, U, V, W being finite subsets of A*. 
However, for rational codes, there exist circular codes with an infinite synchroniza- 
tion delay. 
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Example 3.1 (continued). The code X = ab*cUb is circular but it has neither bounded 
synchronization delay nor bounded letter-synchronization delay. 
As a matter of fact [ 181, a rational circular code has a bounded synchronization 
delay if and only if 
3p E N, X fl A*XPA* = 0. 
3.3. Links with automata 
Codes with bounded letter-synchronization delay can be defined by particular au- 
tomata. As usual, an automaton d over the alphabet A is a directed graph d = 
(Q,l, T) consisting of a set Q of states (the vertices), a set of edges EC Q x A x Q 
with labels in A and two subsets I and T of Q called sets of initial and terminal 
states. Paths are naturally denoted by (p, w, q) E Q x A* x Q. An automaton is called 
finite if its set of states Q is finite. Here we suppose that d is strongly connected and 
I = T = (1). 
An automaton ~2 is called strongly synchronizing if there exists two integer d, k>O 
such that for any u E Ad, v E Ak 
(P,& l),(L%4) E d \ 
Y= 1. 
(P’, % r), (r, %4’) E 32 
7 
In other words, if two paths labeled by uv pass through, respectively, state Y, r’, with 
r # Y’, after reading U, then Y, Y’ are both distinct from state 1. 
To any set XC A+ one can associate an automaton d = (Q, { I}, { l}) such that X 
is the set of first returns from state 1 to state 1, and conversely. One can verify the 
following equivalence. 
Proposition 3.8. Let X &A+ be a code and d an automaton such that X is the set 
ofjrst returns. Then X has bounded letter-synchronization delay if and only if d is 
strongly synchronizing. 
In the previous proposition, the relation between the letter-synchronization delay cr 
of X and the parameters d, k of d is given by d = k = o. 
If the code X with bounded letter-synchronization delay is finite, a stronger property 
can be required for the automaton. An automaton d is said to be local if there exist 
integers d, k > 0 such that 
(P,u,r),(r,v,q) E 
(p’,u,r’),(+,u,q’) E 
for any u E Ad, v E Ak 
JJ \ 
Y = r’. 
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Fig. 4. A strongly synchronizing automaton which is local 
Notice the difference with the definition of strongly synchronizing automaton where 
state 1 plays a central role. Clearly any local automaton is strongly synchronizing. 
Proposition 3.9. Let X i A+ be a jinite code with bounded letter-synchronizution de- 
Iuy. Then there exists a jinite local automaton .d such X is the set of jirst returns. 
Example 3.1 (continued). The code X = a*b is the set of first returns of the automaton 
of Fig. 4 which is strongly synchronizing and local (with parameters d = 1 and k = 0). 
3.4. Results 
In this paper, we positively solve Problem 2.2 for rational and thin codes with 
bounded synchronization delay or bounded letter-synchronization delay. 
Theorem 3.10. Let X c A+ be a code with synchronization delay (T. Then X can be 
embedded into a complete code Y g A+ with synchronization delay C# < 20. Moreover 
if X is rational, then Y is also rational. 
The case of bounded letter-synchronisation 
notions of delay differ for infinite codes (see 
delay is solved separately, since the two 
Example 3.4). 
Theorem 3.11. Let X C Ai be a code with letter-synchronization delay 0’. Then X 
cun be embedded into a complete code Y &A+ with letter-synchronization delay ci’ < 
3a - 2. Moreover if X is rational, then Y is also rational. 
The proofs of Theorems 3.10 and 3.11 are given below in the next section. Let us 
first make some comments. 
(1) The theorems above lead to two corollaries. 
Corollary 3.12. Any code X with bounded synchronization delay (resp. letter-syn- 
chronization delay) is included in a maximal code Y with bounded synchronizution 
delay (resp. letter-synchronization delay). If X is rutional, then Y is also rational. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.3. 0 
Corollary 3.13. Let X be a code with bounded synchronization delay (resp. letter-syn- 
chronization delay). Then X is a maximal code if and only ifX is a code muximal in 
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the family of codes with bounded synchronization delay (resp. letter-synchronization 
delay). 
Proof. One implication is immediate. For the converse, assume that some code X 
is maximal in the family of codes with bounded synchronization delay but is not a 
maximal code, i.e., is not complete (Theorem 2.3, Proposition 3.3). Then by The- 
orem 3.10, X can be strictly included in a code Y again with bounded synchro- 
nization delay, a contradiction. The proof is identical for the letter-synchronization 
delay. 0 
(2) The method given in [lo] for embedding a rational (resp. thin) code X into a 
rational (resp. thin) maximal code Y, also works for circular codes [3,8]. Hence any 
rational (resp. thin) circular code is included in a maximal one. However, this method 
is not able to keep the bounded synchronization delay from X to Y. 
The method of [6] also leads to an embedding of any rational (resp. thin) code 
X into a rational (resp. thin) maximal code Y. The bounded synchronization delay is 
again not kept. 
A result similar to Corollary 3.13 is proved in [7] for circular codes. 
(3) The proof of Theorem 3.11 uses combinatorics on words. It would be interesting 
to have an embedding procedure for strongly synchronizing automata (see Proposition 
3.8). 
A connected problem is the embedding of a local automaton into a complete local 
automaton, where “complete” here means that for every word w E A*, there exists a 
path (p, w,q) in the automaton. Partial results are given in [ 161 for (d,k)-local with 
k = 0. It is proved that there exist finite (d, 0)-local automata not included in any finite 
complete (d,O)-local automaton. However, it is decidable whether such an embedding 
is possible. 
(4) The bounds of Theorems 3.10 and 3.11, respectively, equal to 20 and 30 - 2 
are tight, as indicated in the next two examples. 
Example 3.14. Consider the alphabet A = {a, 6, c, d} and an integer cr > 1. The set 
X = {a,ca “-lb, ba2”-‘d, cb 4u-2d} is a code over A with synchronization delay 0. 
Assume that X can be included in a complete code Y CA+ with a synchronization 
delay 0’ < 2a. By Proposition 3.2, one has 
adca20-1 E y*, a20-ldad E y*. 
The word a”‘ca2u-’ ba 2u-1daa’ decomposes into words of Y’ as indicated in Fig. 5. As 
the monoid Y* is stable, b must belong to Y. But b2”’ is factor of the word cb4u-2d 
of Y, in contradiction with the synchronization delay 0’ < 20 of Y. 
The example is more elaborated when the synchronization delay is on letters instead 
of words. 
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Fig. 5. The bound 2a is tight. 
Fig. 6. The letter-synchronization delay of X is equal to CJ 
Fig. 7. x-v E Y*. 
Example 3.15. Let o be an integer greater than 1. Consider the set X equal to 
such that a, a’, b, b’, c, c’, d, d’, e, e’, f, f', g are distinct letters and CII, ~(2, /?I, p2, 
~1, “~2, x, y, z are words of length (T - 1 in a way to have a code for X (for instance, 
each of these words is the (a - 1 )-power of a distinct new letter). One can verify that 
X has a letter-synchronization delay equal to CT (see Fig. 6). 
Assume that X can be embedded into a complete code Y with letter-synchroniza- 
tion delay CJ’ < 30 
acclxy E Y*. As Y* 
xy E y*. 
- 2. By Proposition 3.5, we have xyazb’ E Y*. In the same way, 
is a stable monoid, Fig. 7 shows that 
We apply the same argument with yz/?zd’ and cJi yz, showing that 
yz E Y”. 
With these particular words xy, yz of Y*, we repeat once more the previous argument 
with the eyixy and yzy2f' (see Fig. 8). It follows that y E Y*, a contradiction with 
SY6S E xc y, IYI = o - 1 and the letter-synchronization delay CT’ < 30 - 2. 
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Fig. 8. y E Y*. 
(5) There is no hope to embed a finite code X with bounded synchronization de- 
lay into a maximal code Y with bounded synchronization delay which remains finite. 
Indeed, if a maximal code Y is finite, then it contains some power anR of a, for any 
letter a E A [5]. If Y has a bounded synchronization delay, it is not difficult to see that 
n, = 1. Hence, Y = A and its synchronization delay equals 0, a trivial case discarded 
in Remark 3.7. 
4. Embedding procedures 
4.1. Delay on words 
In this section, we give the procedure related to Theorem 3.10. We suppose that X 
is a given code over the alphabet A with a synchronization delay equal to 6. 
The procedure required by Theorem 3.10 is the following. Construct 
A4 = (J&f* fM*J?) ux*, 
Y = base(M)=(M- 1) - (M-l)*. (4.1) 
In addition of X*, the monoid M contains all the words beginning and ending with 
markers z E X2”. The use of markers already appears in the method of [lo]: one 
marker only is used (we recall that the marker is an unbordered word y which is 
factor of no word of X*; the monoid M is then equal to yA*y Ux*). 
We prove Theorem 3.10 as follows. Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 show that Y is a code 
containing X. This code Y is proved to be complete with synchronization delay g’ <2a 
thanks to Lemma 4.3 and Proposition 3.2. Lemma 4.4 shows that if X is rational, then 
Y is also rational. 
Lemma 4.1. Y is a code. 
Proof. Assume that the monoid A4 is not stable (see Proposition 2.1): let uwv of 
minimal length such that 
u,wv,uw,v~M but w@M. (4.2) 
We begin with three claims concerning u and WV. Symmetrically they hold for v and 
UW. 
Claim 1. If 24 = YZ with 2 E X2” and uw = sx with x E X*, then z is not factor of x 
(see Fig. 9). 
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Fig. 9. z is not factor of X. 
Fig. 10. z is not factor of xx’. 
Fig. 11. w is a proper prefix of z. 
If z is factor of x, then due to the synchronization delay a of X, we get z = zizz, 
x = ~1x2 with zi,z2 E X’, x1,x2 E X* and uzi = sxi, z2wu = xzv. The second equality 
links shorter words satisfying a relation similar to (4.2). This is impossible. 
Claim 2. If WV = ZT with z E X2” and uw = sx, v = x’s’ with x,x’ E X*, then z is 
not factor of’xx’ (see Fig. 10). 
Assume that z is factor of xx’ and let z = ziz2 with zi,z2 E X”. If w is prefix of 
zi, we get the same contradiction as done in Claim 1. So zi is prefix of w. By the 
synchronization delay a of X, we have x = x1x2 with x1 ,x2 E X* and uzl = sxI . It 
follows that w = ~1x2 belongs to X*, a contradiction with (4.2). 
Claim 3. If WV = zr with z E X20, then w is a proper prefix of z (see Fig. 11). 
Assume the contrary, i.e., z is prefix of w. By Claim 2, uw belongs to M - X*. 
Moreover any suffix z’ E X2’ of uw is a proper suffix of w, again by Claim 2. It 
follows that w E X2’A* n A*X20 GM, a contradiction with (4.2). 
We now end the proof. In (4.2) at least one of the words u, WV,UW and v is in 
A4 -X* since X is a code. 
Assume that u E M - X* and let u = TZ with z E X20. It follows by Claim 1 that 
uw E M -X*. Let uw = r’z’ with z’ E X2’. Again by Claim 1, we get Irl < \r’\, 
Consider now the word WV. It must belong to M -X* by 
wu = z”r” with z” E X20. Then Iz”\ > 1 w 1 by Claim 3. 
with Claim 2 applied to uw. 
Claim 2 applied to UW. Let 
But this is in contradiction 
Assume that u E X* and WV E M -X*. Then WV = zr with z E X2” and JzI > IwI 
by Claim 3. Claim 2 applied to uw shows that uw E X*. It follows that u E M -X* 
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again by Claim 2 applied to WV. Let u = z’r’ with z’ E X2’. Claim 1 applied to v leads 
to z being factor of UWZ’ E X*. This is in contradiction with Claim 2. 
The other cases are symmetrical. Therefore, assumption (4.2) is false, w E M, 
showing that Y is a code. 0 
Lemma 4.2. XC Y. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, that is, some word x E X factorizes as yi . . . y, with 
n32 and yl,... , y,, E Y. At least one of these words, say yi, belongs to Y - X since 
X is a code. As yi E X2”A* nA*X” and yi is factor of x, this leads to a contradiction 
with the synchronization delay o of X. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Y2”A* nA*Y2” G Y*. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
Lemma 4.4. If X is rational, then Y is rational. 
Proof. Straightforward (see also Proposition 4.5). 0 
The procedure given at the beginning of this section defines Y as the base of M but 
provides no precise structure for Y. This is given in the next proposition. 
Proposition 4.5. The code Y constructed in (4.1) is equal to 
Y =XUT-W 
with T = (X20A* - X2”+lA*) n (A*X20 - A*X2”+l) 
and W = A*X4’A* UX* 
Proof. Denote by Y’ the set X U T - W. 
We first show that Y’ C Y. As Y’ C A4 = Y’, then for any y’ E Y’ 
Y’ = Yl . . yn 
with n > 1 and yi E Y, V’i. Assume that n 2 2. By definition of Y’, at least one of the yi 
is in Y-X. As y’ @X2’+lA* UFI*X~~+‘, it follows that both words yi, y, belong to 
Y-X. Let yi E Y-X such that i32 and y2 , . . . , yi-1 E X. Then yt . yi E A*X4”A* 
which is impossible. Therefore n = 1 and y’ E Y. 
Let us now prove that Y C Y’. Assume the contrary, i.e., there exists y E Y - Y’. 
By construction of Y, y 4 X* and y E X2”A* n A*X2u. 
If y E X2a+1A*, let y = xzr where x E X and z E X2”. As Y = base(M), zr # A*X20 
otherwise zr,x E M. However y = r’z’ with z’ E X20. Thus zr is a proper suffix of 
z’. By the synchronization delay o of X, it follows that z = ztz2, z’ = zizi with 
Zl,Z2 E X”, z{,zi E X* and z2r = zi. Therefore y = xzizi E Xf, a contradiction with 
Y being a code containing X. Hence y 6 X2a+1A*. Symmetrically, y @ A*X20+l. 
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Fig. 12. Operation LT. 
Since y 9 Y’, we get y E A*X4“A*. Let y = rzz’r’ such that z,z’ E X2”. As 
Y = base(M), either rz q! M or z’r’ 6 M. Suppose the first case holds. Then y = z”s 
such that z” E X2” and rz is a proper prefix of z”. By the synchronization delay cr 
of X, we have z = zizz, z” = zyz[, where zi,z2 E X0, zy,zt E X* and rzl = zy. It 
follows that y E zyz2z’A* CX2’+‘A*. We know from above that it is impossible. The 
same contradiction holds for the second case z’r’ 6 M. Consequently, Y C Y’. 0 
4.2. Delay on letters 
In this section, we give a procedure which, given a code X CA+ with letter-syn- 
chronization delay (T, constructs a complete code Y CA+ with a letter-synchronization 
delay less than or equal to 3a - 2. as announced in Theorem 3.11. 
The procedure uses a particular 
9(M) := {w EA* -X* 1 
u {WEA*-X* 1 
operation 9(M) defined by (see Fig. 12) 
w = zu = u’z’, with 
there exist u E S(M), U’ E P(M) with 
z = WU’ E P&2(M) ,z’ = UW E &-2(M)}. 
Notice that y(M) nX* = 0 and that 9’(M) is the union of two sets, one with words 
of length greater than or equal to 3a - 2, the other with words of length less than or 
equal to 30 - 2. As done above in Section 4.1, the operation 9 uses markers z in 
Psri_2(M) or S30_2(M) (instead of X2’). 
The embedding procedure works as follows: 
M=X* 
Repeat 
M’ = M 
M = (T(M) u M)* 
until M = M’ 
Y = base(M) (4.3) 
The proof of Theorem 3.11 is done in a similar way as for Theorem 3.10. However 
it is a little more complex due to the existence of words with length less than or equal 
to 30 - 2 in Y(M). This kind of situation (where markers are “cut”) does not happen 
when dealing with the synchronization delay instead of the letter-synchronization delay. 
We begin with a technical lemma. 
Lemma 4.6. M -X* C Pn(X*)A* fl A*&(X*). 
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Proof. We are going to prove the next four statements. Lemma 4.6 is a corollary of 
(4) since 2a - 130. 
1. Let w E b(M) with length /WI 630 - 2 and u E S(M), U’ E P(M) such that 
z = WU’ E P30-2(M) and z’ = uw E S3,-2(M). Then UWU’ has no factor in 
X7(x* )PcT(x* ). 
2. Any w E 9(M) has length at least equal to 2a - 1. 
3. For any w f d(M), let z = w if /w/ 630 - 2, let z be the prefix of length 30 - 2 of 
w otherwise. Then either z E P(X*) or z has a proper prefix in X*(Z’(M)nP(X*)). 
Symmetrically, let z’ = w if IwI 6 3a - 2, let z’ be the suffix of length 30 - 2 of w 
otherwise. Then either z’ E S(X* ) or z’ has a proper suffix in (b(M) n S(X* ))x*. 
4. For any w E M - X’, w has a prefix (resp. suffix) with length 2a - 1 in P(X*) 
(resp. S(X*)). 
The four statements are proved by induction on the passes through the repeat in- 
struction of Procedure (4.3). We denote by M; the value of M at the beginning of the 
repeat instruction at pass i. Initially A41 = X*. Notice that M, & Mi+i V’i. 
l Pass 1. At this stage, consider Z’(h4i) = 9(X*). 
(1) As X has letter-synchronization delay o and 3a - 2ba, we have Iu(, lu’l < o 
otherwise w E X’. Assume that UWU’ has a factor in &(X*)P,(X*), i.e., 
UWU’ = KXiXZY’ with xi E &(X*),Q E P&Y*). 
Then luJ < JTXI/, la’\ < /xzY’\. L t e w = wiw2 such that uwi = ~xi, w2u’ = xp-‘. 
By the letter-synchronization delay o of X, we get WI, w2 E X*, a contradiction 
with w 6X*. 
(2) The statement holds for words w of 9(X*) with length [WI 230 - 2. For the 
other words we use the notations of ( 1). We already know that 1~1, Iu’/ < U. As 
luwl = Iwu’I = 3a - 2, it follows that IwI 22~7 - 1. 
(3) Clearly z E P(X*) (resp. z’ E S(X*)). 
(4) As a consequence of (2) and (3), any word of (%(Mr ) U MI)* - X* = h42 - X* 
has a prefix in P20-i (X* ) and a suffix in &,_i (X’). 
l Pass i, with i > 1. We suppose that ZZ’(Mi_i) satisfies (1) - (3) and (kY(Mi_1) U 
Mi_1)’ = Mi satisfies (4). Let us consider Z’(Mi). 
(1) Let u E S(Mi), U’ E P(Mi) such that z = WU’ E P3o_2(Mi) and Z’ = uw E 
830-2(M). 
Assume that uwu has a factor in S&f*)P,(X*), i.e., 
UWU’ = rxIx2r’ with xi E &(X*),x2 E P&l*). 
To get a contradiction, the idea is the following. We first suppose that 1~1~ llxi I 
and Iu’I <lx/I. Let w = wiw2 be such that uwi = KX~ and wzu’ = x2r’. We will 
prove that 
wr,wz E X’ 
showing that w E X*, which is impossible. If (~1 > Jrxj\ or Ju’I > Ixp-‘1, the 
contradiction is obtained in the same way. Indeed, suppose that IuJ > lrxi ( 2 CT. 
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Let xi (resp. xi) be the suffix of u (resp. prefix of z) with length cr. By induction 
hypothesis (4), xi E S&Y*), X; E P&Y*). We then replace ~1x2 by xix; and we 
repeat the situation just described, showing that w E X*. 
So, consider that 1~1 <lrxll and lu’l <IxzY’/. Let us show that wi E X* (a sym- 
metrical argument shows that w2 E X*). Since 1x21 = 0 and IzI = 30 - 2, we 
have 
IWil < 2a- 1. 
Let U” = ZJ if 1~1 <(T, let U” be the suffix of u with length G otherwise. Then 
U” E S(X’ ) 
by induction hypothesis (4). This situation is summarized in Fig. 13. 
If z E P(X* ) = P(Mi ), then xix2 is factor of U”Z E 5(X* )P(X* ). By the letter- 
synchronization delay G of X, it follows that wi E X*. 
If z $ P(X*), let z = xw’s such that x E X*, w’ E %“(A4_i) and s E P(M). 
By induction hypothesis ( 1 ), w’ has no factor in S&Y* )P,,(X* ). Hence either 
IYI < 1~x1 or IZKW’\ < I~xixzl. 
Consider the first case. We know that w’ has a prefix p of length 2a - 1 in P(X* ) 
by induction hypothesis (4). Therefore, we have done as just before because ~1x2 
(of length 20) is factor of the word d’xp E S(X*)P(X*). 
Suppose now that 
luxl<I~I and luxw’l < l~xix~l 
and let us show that this case cannot occur (see Fig. 14). By induction hypothesis 
(2) we have Iw’j >2a - 1 and then IsI < a. Thus l~xil < Iuxw’I. 
By induction hypothesis (4) w’ = ty with y E &-i (X’ ). Similarly, s E P(X* ) 
since Is/ < a. Therefore xix2 is factor of ys E S(X*)P(X*). By the letter-syn- 
chronization delay a of X, it follows that y = yi y2 with uxtyi = ~xi, ~2s = x2r’ 
and y2 E X*. 
AS W’ E b(Mi_l) and Iw’I 63a - 2, 
UW’ E 5’3~_2(iM-i-_ ) and W’V’ E P3g-2(Mi-l) 
for some v E S(Mi_l), V’ E P(Mi_1) (see Fig. 15). 




Fig. 14. Case luxl<lrl, luxw’l < Ir.q.q 
We have G < ltyi 1 < 20 - 1 because xi is factor of yi and Iwi 1 < 20 - 1. Hence 
o< Iy;?v’l < 20 - 1 since Iyzu’l = Iw’u’( - 1~1. It follows that tyi has a suffix 
Fig. 15. Construction of w’, 
xi E S&Y*) and yzu’ has a prefix in P&Y*) by induction hypothesis (4). This is 
impossible with respect to induction hypothesis (1) applied to vw’u’. 
This concludes the proof. 
We only have to give the proof for words w of 9’(Mi) with length Iwld3a-2. Let 
u E S(Mi), U’ E P(A4i) such that z = WU’ E P30__2(Mi) and Z’ = uw E S30-_2(Mi). 
Assume that /WI < 20 - 1, then 1~1, lu’l do. By induction hypothesis (4), z’ has a 
suffix in S&X*) and u’ has a prefix in P&Y*). This is impossible by (1). 
Either z E P(Mi ) = P(X*) or z = xw’s with x E X*, w’ E 9’(A4_i ) and s E 
P(Mi). By induction hypothesis (3), w’ is either in P(X*) or has a proper prefix 
in X*(T(Mi__2) fY P(X*)). 
Consequence of (2) and (3). 0 
Lemma 4.7. Y is a code. 
Proof. We show that the monoid M constructed by Procedure (4.3) is stable. Let 
U, wu, UW, u E M. If IwuI, luwl>30 - 2, then w E b(M) CM. Otherwise, we obtain the 
same conclusion with the word w’uwuw’ such that w’ E M has length Iw’I > 3a - 2. 
u 
Lemma 4.8. X C Y. 
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Proof. By construction, X CM. Assume that some x E X belongs to Y+, i.e., 
x = yl ...yn with yi,. . . , y, E Y and n 22. 
At least one of these words, say yi, is in Y -X since X is a code. 
Suppose that i # 1. By Lemma 4.6, yi has a prefix in P,(X*). Take y E X* such 
that lyyi . ..yi_ll>o. Either yyl ... yi_i EX* or yyl . ..y._i EA*(Y-X)X*. In both 
cases, this word has a suffix in S,(X*) (Lemma 4.6). Then the word yx of X* has 
a factor in S,(X*)P,(X*). Due to the letter-synchronization delay (T of X, it follows 
that x E X+. This is impossible. 
The case i = 1 is solved in a similar way, by working with Y;+~ . . . y, instead of 
y1 ..‘y[-l. 13 
Lemma 4.9. P+2(Y*)A* nA*&,_,(Y*)c Y*. 
Proof. Immediate since Px~-z(Y*)A* nA*&&Y*) c .Z(M) CA4 = Y*. 0 
Lemma 4.10. If X is rational, then Y is rational. 
Proof. Consider the case where X is rational. It is enough to show that .5?(M) is 
rational, and the execution of the algorithm needs a finite number of passes through 
the repeat instruction. 
The set 5?(M) is composed of two subsets. The first one equals &_&W)A* 
n A*S3,_2(M) -X* which is rational since PxO_2(A4) and &-l(M) are finite. The 
second one is composed of some words with length less than or equal to 30 - 2. It is 
therefore rational. 
Inside the repeat instruction, we have M’ # M if the operation 3 gives new words 
of length less than 30 - 2. Such words are in finite number, showing that the repeat 
instruction is executed finitely many times. 0 
Lemmas 4.74.9 together with Proposition 3.5 show that Y is a complete code with 
letter-synchronization delay 63~ - 2. The property that Y is rational if X is rational 
is proved just above. Consequently, Theorem 3.11 is established. 
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